Technology

DO Advanced

Introducing smart network techniques
The basic tenet of DO Advanced is to enhance network performance by making existing
EV-DO networks and devices perform as efficiently as possible by exploiting unevenly
loaded networks, and to do so without requiring new spectrum, channel cards or
devices.
DO Advance performance gains are realized through a combination of smart network
techniques that can be deployed via a software-upgrade across existing
EV-DO Rev. A or Rev. B networks.
Further performance gains are enabled by enhanced connection management,
heterogeneous networks and advanced devices that have built-in mobile transmit
diversity antennas and enhanced equalizers.

DO Advanced Benefits
• Increased network capacity
• Improved user experience
• Higher throughput
• Lower latency
• Better cell edge data rates
• Longer battery life
• Investment Protection

DO Advanced
• More efficient use of existing resources
leverages two basic
• Cost-effective software upgrade
characteristics of
• Backwards compatibility
today’s mobile data
traffic: mobile data
traffic across an operator’s network is never uniformly distributed in
space and time; and most data sessions are bursty in nature.
Instead of adding capacity across an entire network, DO Advanced
allows operators to dynamically utilize existing and unused network
capacity, “where” and “when” it is needed the most.

Network Load Balancing
The following Smart Network techniques increase the data
capacity of existing networks and devices, without using more
spectrum or deploying more cell sites:
• Network Load Balancing (NLB) leverages unused network
capacity in lightly-loaded neighboring cells to increase sector
capactiy and user data rates. NLB opportunistically reassigns
mobile devices from heavily-loaded sectors to lightly-loaded
sectors, even if the quality of the radio channel is actually

Adaptive Frequency Reuse

better in the heavily-loaded sector, to increase network
capacity, reduce backhaul bottlenecks and improve data
rates for both the offloaded users and the users in the
loaded cell.
• Adaptive Frequency Reuse, also known as Demand
Matched Configuration, reduces the interference in a
capacity-constrained cell by reducing the transmit power
of a secondary carrier frequency in the adjacent lightlyloaded cells, while the primary carrier frequency
continues to operate at full power to ensure ubiquitous
coverage. This increases overall data network capacity
and improves data rates.
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• Distributed Network Scheduler is a multicarrier
feature that prioritizes and allocates bandwidth to
multiple users at a network level. The distribution
of bandwidth (e.g., assigned time) to each user is
prioritized and allocated across multiple carriers,
based on the relative RF environment (SNR),
maximizing overall network efficiency.

Distributed Network Scheduler

• Single Carrier Multilink is an interesting twist
on Multicarrier EV-DO. With Single Carrier
Multilink, an EV-DO Rev. B device (that can
process two independent data streams
simultaneously) can achieve the benefits of a
multicarrier network, albeit in the hand-off regions of a single carrier environment. With Single Carrier Multilink, two carriers using the
same frequency can serve a dual-antenna mobile device from different cells/sectors.

Single Carrier Multilink

• Smart Carrier Management assigns one or
more carriers to a device (within the same cell
or from an adjacent cell) if they are less loaded
or offer better coverage (signal strength). This
maximizes data throughput and overall network
capacity. This scenario usually occurs when a
hotspot operating in the vicinity of a macro cell
assigns a lightly-loaded carrier or offers a
stronger signal than the base station.

In addition to the Smart Network techniques,
Enhanced Connection Management addresses
the need for additional connection capacity, signaling capacity, lower latency and longer battery life by connecting devices to the
network in an optimal way that is based on the type of application being used (e.g., bursty smartphone applications).
Plus, DO Advanced includes new features which will
improve the performance of mobile devices, including
faster data rates and extended battery life. Although
implementing DO Advanced does not require new
devices, optional device features such as Mobile
Receive Diversity and Enhanced Equalizer features
are available today in most EV-DO chipsets.

Smart Carrier Management

Enhanced Equalizers detect and analyze the
interference from the pilot and traffic channels,
allowing them to take advantage of those instances
when the data traffic on adjacent cells changes
frequently. By exploiting uneven loading and bursty
traffic, Enhanced Equalizers can significantly increase
cell-edge data throughput performance.
Mobile Transmit Diversity (MTD) is the reverse link companion to Mobile Receive Diversity (MRD). With MTD, the mobile device
uses an additional antenna (transmit chain) to send data across the reverse link to significantly increase reverse link sector capacity
and end-user data rates at the cell edge.
DO Advanced delivers a practical solution to address the growing demand for data by dynamically adding network capacity “where”
and “when” it is needed through an incremental, selective and cost-effective upgrade.
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